
Session Abstracts 
 
Session 1:  
 
Title: Control-M 21 Freedom within the Orchestration Framework  
 
Abstract: Learn how the latest version of Control-M – BMC’s leading application and data 
workflow orchestration solution – helps IT operations deliver business results faster, by 
integrating new modern multi-cloud infrastructures and technologies in their workflows. IT 
operations can offer personalized and secure self-service experiences to all stakeholders, so 
that they can collaborate within the orchestration framework, in a controlled manner and 
adhering to organizational best practices. Control-M 21 also helps IT with operational efficiency 
to adapt, evolve, and modernize quickly. 
 
 
Session 2:  
 
Title: Orchestrating File Transfers and Related Workflows in Production 
 
Abstract: Even the most modern business outcomes – whether they run on-premises, entirely 
in the cloud, or in hybrid environments – rely on file transfers.  Despite the introduction of 
many modern cloud provider and data services in your organization, file transfer remains a key 
part of your business services.  
 
This session will highlight how Control-M continues to simplify the management of your file 
transfers alongside related non-file transfer workflows supporting the delivery of your critical 
business services.  Topics covered will include: 
 

• Benefits of managing file transfers with Control-M 
• Highlights of Control-M’s file transfer management capabilities 
• New file transfer management features in Control-M Version 21 

 
 
Session 3:  
 
Title: Deliver Efficiency and Optimization with Control-M Workflow Insights  
 
Abstract: Learn how Control-M Workflow Insights helps IT operations leaders address common 
optimization challenges, such as improving workflow stability, shortening business SLAs, and 
optimizing resource utilization. Workflow Insights provides IT operations, application owners, 
and business users easy-to-understand dashboards they can use to investigate workflow 



performance trends over time and identify optimization actions. The dashboards are built from 
analytics and telemetry data, recorded as Control-M data and application workflows execute. 

 
Session 4:  
 
Title:  Managing Production amid the Constant Requests for New Cloud Services 
 
Abstract: Cloud platforms are quickly becoming the standard for “modern” data centers. That 
change is being driven, in part, by the broad range of services provided by cloud vendors, 
especially in the areas of data and compute. As organizations expand the number of services 
and even the number of cloud vendors they select, production environments are experiencing 
an explosion of tooling choices resulting in unprecedented complexity.  
 
This session discusses how Control-M helps companies deal with the challenges of running 
workflows in production when your environment includes cloud vendors (AWS, Azure, Google) 
and services such as:  
 

• AWS Glue, Step, Batch, EMR, S3 and Lambda 
• Azure Data Factory, Logic Apps, HDInsight, Databricks, Functions, Blob Storage and 

Batch 
• Google Cloud Storage, Dataflow, BigQuery, Functions and Dataproc  

 
 
Session 5:  

Title: Optimize and Modernize your Key SAP Processes with Control-M 
 
Abstract:  See how Control-M creates and manages SAP ECC, SAP S/4HANA, SAP BW, and data 
archiving jobs, and supports any application in the SAP ecosystem. Control-M for SAP eliminates 
time, complexity, and the need for specialized knowledge requirements –- and securely 
manages the dependencies and silos between SAP and non-SAP systems. 
 
Topics covered include: 

• How to optimize your SAP OTC, R2R, P2P, S2P, M2D process and modernize SAP 
S/4HANA cloud platform jobs with effective and efficient controls  

• Facilitate and effectively monitor, SAP financial closing processes, payroll postings, 
record to reporting, Datawarehouse, ETL jobs, and other SAP IT process and critical 
month end activities 

• How to achieve complete control and visibility over SAP business-critical operations and 
enterprise scalability and power without complexity 



• How to optimize and free resource time for future innovative SAP projects and 
deliverables 

 
 
Session 6:  
 
Title: Control-M Roadmap: Driving Future Innovation 
 
Abstract: Building on our rich history of continuous innovation, this session explores how 
Control-M will meet your evolving business modernization initiatives. 
 
Presentation: for legal reasons, the Roadmap session must be delivered by a member of the 
DBA Solutions Marketing or Product Management teams, and the PowerPoint deck cannot be 
shared externally. For more information, please contact Alon Lebenthal.  


